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User Experience and Usability are redefined to give 
the exact information needed and get the job done 

in the most efficient way

CONSOLIDATED REPOSITORY
Maintain an accurate inventory of a variety 
of assets, gaining the visibility into assets’ 
location, and availability through asset 
grouping and warehousing functionality.

STREAMLINED CONTRACTS
Organize the information about contracts 
including maintenance service terms, insurance, 
warranty and their documents and get a clear 
view of upcoming renewals, cost distributions, 
and contractual risks.

MANAGED ASSET LIFECYCLE
Reduce the operational and maintenance cost 
of assets throughout the entire lifecycle and get 
a complete picture of what assets you have in 
your environment, where they are, how they are 
used, who has what, and how they are 
performing.

DEPRECIATION FORECASTS
Precisely generate depreciation schedules of 
assets with automated calculations and multiple 
depreciation methods, aggregate  depreciation 
expenses, and consolidate with yearend financial 
reports.
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100%
Inventory Accuracy

25%
Improved Business Performance

53%
Reduced Risks

36%
More Asset Contract Governance



Assets Management
Implement On-going Effective Management of All Your Assets to Maximize Capital & Operating Cost Savings

Custom reports and dashboards
Intuitive dashboards and dynamic reporting let you 
report everything from asset purchasing to disposal 

and generate up-to-the-minute reports.

Assets categorization made easy
Simplified strategy to manage a variety of assets 

using predefined item classes, types, and 
subtypes, based on specific properties and 

attributes of assets.

Standard warehousing functionality
Check whereabouts of all your stock and see what is 

available and what is needed to be on-boarded, 
defining a clear hierarchy of warehouses and 

corresponding asset pools.

Automated asset provisioning process
Use asset provisioning workflows in managing the 
entire process of the request management to route 
requests to appropriate managers for approval and 

let allocation takes place via a straight-through 
processing approach.

Asset approval and fulfillment processes
Customize asset provisioning workflows, supporting 
multiple levels of approvals and informed alerts that 

help in decision  making processes quicker and more 
informed.


